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[1] In the paper “Relative importance ofmeridional and zonal
sea surface temperature gradients for the onset of the ice ages
and Pliocene‐Pleistocene climate evolution” by Christopher
M. Brierley and Alexey V. Fedorov (Paleoceanography, 25,
PA2214, doi:10.1029/2009PA001809, 2010), there was a
slight inaccuracy in Figure 9. The corrected image is included
here.
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Figure 9. The impact of increasing meridional and zonal SST gradients on the P − E field over Africa and
surrounding regions. (top) Impact of increasing the meridional SST gradient on (right) boreal summer and
(left) boreal winter and (bottom) consequences of establishing modern zonal SST gradients on the same sea-
sons. The colors show changes in P − E over land (in mm d−1). The lines show changes in P − E with a
contour interval of 2 mm d−1 over the ocean; the bold line corresponds to 0, and negative contours are
dashed.
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